




ISARC hosted their first interfaith fast, “Raise The Rates!,” to raise consciousness about the
deplorable levels of social assistance rates in Ontario, to connect the interfaith community
province-wide, and to create the solidarity of an interfaith initiative undertaken together.

For many years, ISARC (Interfaith Social Assistance Reform Coalition) has monitored the level
of social assistance support provided to vulnerable Ontarians who are unemployed,
underemployed or living with disabilities.

Most recently, in its fifth cross province consultation (2020) listening to stories and asking for
recommendations from people living with poverty, ISARC heard yet again that social
assistance rates are abysmally low, and that with no increase in social assistance rates since
2018, program recipients are worse off than ever.

A single adult on OW (Ontario Works) has a monthly income of $733, which amounts to only
56% of the deep poverty threshold.

ODSP (Ontario Disability Support Programs), designed for those who have barriers to
employment, provides only a slightly higher income level. In June 2022, the current Ontario
Government committed to raising ODSP rates by 5%.

The “social safety net,” as it is referred to, is supposed to provide the means by which someone
can provide basic food and shelter for themselves and their family and live as a member of the
community. Yet, it is estimated that more than 900,000 Ontarians seek to survive on social
assistance incomes that leave them in deep poverty. Many of them are children.

The interfaith fast took place from November 14 - 18. Individual participants were invited to sign
up, and faith communities were invited to submit a prayer or reflection. On each day of the
event, one of these submissions was featured on our social media feeds and distributed to all
of the fast participants. We had over 40 individuals sign up as participants, and 5 community
prayer contributions. ISARC looks forward to improving on and expanding this event in
subsequent years.

Raise The Rates! Interfaith Fast
Event Summary
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Reflection from the writings of Menno Simons*: “True evangelical faith is of such a
nature it cannot lie dormant, but spreads itself out in all kinds of righteousness and fruits of
love; it… clothes the naked; feeds the hungry; comforts the sorrowful; shelters the destitute;
aids and consoles the sad; binds up what is wounded; it becomes all things to all people.” 

Prayer: We pray today that our faith would take on a tangible and visible form in all areas of
our lives. From our most personal relationships to casual encounters with strangers, we
pray that people will experience the abundant love and generosity of the Divine Spirit
flowing through us. May our attitudes and actions contribute to creating communities of
safety and nourishment for all. We pray that we would embody a faith that spreads itself out
in all kinds of righteousness and fruits of love. 

*Menno Simons was an influential Anabaptist religious leader. Simons was a contemporary
of the Protestant Reformers and it is from his name that his followers became known as
Mennonites. 

Submission by Margaret Smart, Walking With People in Poverty Program Coordinator, Mennonite
Central Committee Ontario

Raise The Rates! Interfaith Fast
Faith Community Reflections

Day 1 - November 14th
Reflection from the Mennonite Central Committee Ontario
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The great 1st century rabbi, Eleazar Ben Azariah, is famously quoted “Where there is no
bread, there is no Torah. Where there is no Torah, there is no bread.” To the Jewish sages
Torah was more than just teachings of the prophet Moses. Torah is the combined wisdom of
the entirety of the Jewish people, the written laws and the oral teachings. Torah was as vital
to the survival of a human being as breath and water… and yet here it is clear- one cannot
survive on Torah alone. Where there is no bread, there is no Torah. 

Our society is plagued today by a lack of food security. When we do not know where our
next meal will come from, the greatest aspirations of the human spirit become limited. It is
harder to dream of, let alone work towards a better world when you are struggling to hold
onto this one. It is hard to plan for the future when you are scrambling to survive the
present. When you have no bread, that universal symbol of fulfilment for the body, how can
you possibly fulfil your soul? And where there is no Torah, there is no bread. 

This week we, as an interfaith community, are acting out of faith. We know that out of faith
comes action. We know that in a place bereft of faith, action becomes impossible. 

Submission by Rabbi Shalom Schachter and Rabbi Samuel Kaye

Day 2 - November 15th
Reflection from the Jewish Community
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Fasting is primarily about awareness. A fast like this one, focused on the inadequacy of
social assistance rates, can be about experiencing in our own bodies a tiny piece of what
people who live in poverty deal with every day, and allowing that consciousness to shape
our understanding and our actions. It’s important to remember, too, that those of us who
choose to fast still retain control of that choice, can still say “This is affecting my health, or
my effectiveness in my work, or my relationship with my family,” and make a reasoned
decision to eat more, or to eat more nutritious food – that’s not an option for most people
who depend on social assistance. And so fasting is also about becoming deeply and
honestly connected with reality. 

As Rowan Williams, former Archbishop of Canterbury, wrote in 2010, "Real fasting... is
breaking the bonds of injustice and sharing your resources. And it is fasting because it
means denying yourself something – not denying yourself material things alone, as in the
usual sort of religious fasting, but denying yourself the pleasures of thinking of yourself as
an isolated being with no real relations with those around; denying yourself the fantasy that
you can organize the world to suit yourself; denying yourself the luxury of not noticing the
suffering of your neighbour." From awareness, from “noticing,” especially when we practise
it as a community, can come the determination to connect those who make decisions
affecting the lives of others with reality, and to advocate, to counter the delusions of
individualism, autonomy, and willful ignorance with the sharp truths of human dignity and
human need. 

Submission by The Rev. Canon Andrea Budgey Chair, Poverty Reduction Subcommittee Anglican
Diocese of Toronto

Day 3 - November 16th
Reflection from the Anglican Diocese of Toronto
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Assalamu’alaikum - Peace be upon you.

Muslim communities all across Canada are addressing food security. As reported by various
news sources, 30% of Canadians are eating less healthy in large part to grocery prices
being 12% higher than they were a year ago. In addition, many people have been forced to
miss meals due to an increased cost of living across all sectors. Food banks are sounding
the alarm that supplies are being depleted more quickly than usual, often leaving families
without groceries for many days at a time. It is time for change. 

It is mentioned that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) said, "The believer is not
someone who eats his [or her] fill while [a] neighbor is hungry." Sahih al-Bukhari. And in the
Qur’an it states: ا َوأَِسيرًا (  ٨) ِإنََّما نُۡطِعُمكُۡم لَِوۡجِه ٱللَِّه َال نُرِيُد ا َويَِتيًم۬ َعاَم َعَىلٰ حُبِِّهۦ ِمۡسِكيًن۬ َويُۡطِعُموَن ٱلطَّ

And they give food out of their love for Him, to the needy and to the ِمنكُۡم َجَزآًء۬ َوَال ُشكُوًرا
orphan and to the captive. Saying: we feed you only for the sake of Allah; we desire not
from you any recompense or thanks. [Ch:76, V:8-9] Finally, let us follow the teachings of the
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). He said: "Whoever fulfills the needs of (others),
God will fulfill that person’s needs. Whoever eases (the difficulty of others), God will ease
that person’s difficulty in this life and on the Day of Resurrection." Sahih Al-Bukhari.

Today we join ISARC and other faith leaders to call on government officials, community
leaders, our neighbours and families to see how we can come to a solution to alleviate
poverty. 

Submission by Imam Abdul Hai Patel and Shaila Kibria Carter

Day 4 - November 17th
Reflection from the Anglican Diocese of Toronto
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Scripture Reference: Luke 13: 18- 20 
     18 Jesus asked, “What is God’s kingdom like? To what can I compare it? 

     19 It’s like a mustard seed that someone took and planted in a garden. It grew and  
     developed into a tree and the birds in the sky nested in its branches.” 

     20 Again he said, “To what can I compare God’s kingdom? 
 
     21 It’s like yeast, which a woman took and hid in a bushel of wheat flour until the yeast 
     had worked its way through the whole.”

Called to the work of salt and seeds and yeast. 
Contemplate those places in your life, in your community, in our world where you can plant
seeds or act as yeast. Sometimes it starts with one and builds into the momentum of many.
Sometimes, we see and join in what others are doing.
 
Scattering seeds on varied soil, a sower plants with faith.
Hands open, gifts offered: This is how we salt the earth.

Patience in seeking that which was lost, a woman sweeps with hope.
Hands open, gifts offered: this is how we salt the earth.

Binding a roadside stranger’s wounds, a man responds in love.
Hands open, gifts offered: this is how we salt the earth.

Leading us in a vision of justice and mercy, God invites us to act with justice.
Hands open, gifts offered: this is how we salt the earth.

...continued on next page

Day 5 - November 18th
Reflection from the United Church of Canada
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Prayer:
God of many names, you never give up on us. 
You continue to break into our hardened hearts and lives 
persisting with a sense of justice. 

God, who loves the world, you hold each life 
torn by pain or sorrow or hatred within your aching heart. 
We cry out for wholeness, for ourselves, and for our world.

May your healing presence transform the hidden places of our lives 
where we hold pain in the secret depths.
May your loving presence be a comforting reality
for all who find themselves in despair, lost and alone. 
May your transforming presence create generosity in place of greed, 
harmony in place of hatred, and justice where there is abuse.

O God, who loves the world, 
we bring before you from the silence of our own aching hearts, 
those people and places that most need your healing, loving, transforming presence: 
     those who are oppressed and exploited;
     those denied their freedom and dignity by systems and authorities;
     those who labour too long and too hard only to barely feed and clothe themselves and   
       their families;
     those forced to sell their bodies to survive;
     those women and men who live lives of quiet desperation at the hands of those with  
       power exercised with indifference and distain. (silence)

O God, who loves the world, enable us to act with integrity and justice, to make it whole.
Amen.

Submission by the United Church of Canada
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Religious Leaders Forum:

It's Time to Raise The Rates
Event Summary

ISARC's Annual Religious Leaders Forum took place online on November 23rd, 2022.
Preceded by the Raise The Rates! Interfaith Fast, the forum focused around the challenges
faced by people relying on government income supports in Ontario, and actions we can take
as faith communities to encourage our government to make necessary changes to their
social assistance programs in order to effectively and sufficiently support our vulnerable
neighbours.

Rev. Dr. Brice Balmer opened the morning with a thoughtful Theological Reflection, and
Devorah Kobluk, a policy analyst with ISAC (Income Security Advocacy Centre), delivered a
compelling and educational keynote presentation. Of the four invited party leaders, we
heard from Green Party leader Mike Shreiner, and NDP Party Representative MPP Monique
Taylor. During the second half of the event, participants were placed in smaller breakout
rooms and invited to contribute their fast experiences, and discuss how to engage our faith
communities around the issue of sufficient government income supports for those receiving
OW and ODSP in Ontario.
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Forum Discussion Notes

Room A: Facilitator - Colin Bain

No-one in the group fasted but thought it was a good idea. Perhaps organizing
groups/buddies to encourage each other.
3 months awareness - province wide communication.
Busyness of life mitigates against noticing deficiencies.

Create opportunities with others to help. Social Assistance Coalition of Scarborough.
was exampled as sharing skills.
Advocacy at all levels because everyone has different skills to contribute
Kingston 4x as many as before homeless.
Knowledge of the issues – continual education essential.
Educating own faith community was a good take back from the Forum.                                                 
Writing letters - is a vehicle to engage/educate the groups. Advocacy with service.
Day and overnight programs - London -- engaging other groups in the support.

Interfaith Fast:

Pray with feet:

Invite those who took part in the Raise The Rates Interfaith Fast to share their
experience. Not everyone will have fasted, so perhaps part of the reflection might be
about the place/value of fasting in advocacy work. 
Is the Interfaith Fast something we should try to organize again?
In the current political situation, how do we pray with our feet?
How do we better educate our own constituencies and ourselves about the issues, and
challenge values that leave people on the margins?
How should we keep the focus on “legislated poverty” and not get overwhelmed with
band-aid actions? Do we lobby for raising the rates and challenging complicated
regulations that lead to automation, centralization and digitalization?

DISCUSSION QUESTION GUIDE
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Renoviction - need to advocate with other groups. Plazas being repurposed to high cost
housing.
Housing as investment rather than inhabitation.
IT inside govt is different from outside and has assumptions. The example of the MLA
having difficulty with tech highlighted the even greater issues that those in poverty have.
Tech support for those in poverty is a child or friend.
Also advocate for tax benefit/credit increases in order to achieve UBI. Advocate for
landlord repair accountability. 
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Room B: Facilitator - Greg deGroot-Maggetti

Experiential things have an impact on people experientially
We've done this before, but some younger people may not have. So it can be a good
learning experience.
Ask the question? Could you live on that amount.

Faithful decisions -- a course -- fifty years of learning and fifty years of forgetting;
understanding what the global environment was that led to the policies.
It is so overwhelming; if there is more that we can do to provide tools to our own
constituents, to learn about the issues and propose actions. Where can efforts be most
effective.
Education should be a strategy over time to affect provincial and federal elections and
policy
Broad awareness about how low social assistance rates are put some pressure on the
Conservatives to take some action. Keep up the work with media to cover these issues.

The outsourcing has happened before in the 1900s (Engage Barrie, grassroots
community)

Interfaith Fast:

Further Discussion:

The learned helplessness that affects our society; civic disengagement; a series at church
on homelessness. How to re-engage in civic action. Education as a first step to praying with
our feet. ECULinks (Etobicoke)

How do we better educate?

Outsourcing the employment services work; where do you start to deal with that?
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Room C: Facilitator - Elin Goulden

Yes: Restricted meals to very simple items – i.e. what one might get in a food bank
parcel
Yes: Was more mindful in shopping; chose on-sale and reduced-price items
No: Didn’t take part as a bad time of year; but have participated in similar fasts in the
past
Fasting can have a physical and also a mental impact – hunger, brain fog
Also a spiritual impact – hunger for God, empathy for those who hunger.

Yes, fasting can be a useful activity, especially as a stepping stone to action.  Need
awareness of why we are fasting.  
Reflections and prayerful guidance are needed.  Could invite participants to journal
about their experience.  Some members of the breakout group didn’t know about our
ISARC reflections to go with the fast: need to make these more visible to participants.
Earlier awareness/promotion of the event essential – make it a truly province-wide
endeavour!

Meeting people in need where they are (visiting in homes, etc.)
Speaking truth to power; questioning politicians
Supporting people with lived experience to tell their stories.  ISARC has done a great job
of this with the social audits. Use all available media – films, interviews, etc. 

Need to develop more tools for sharing these issues with our communities
Need for intentional dialogue with people of conservative views

Yes! 

Did you take part in the Raise the Rates Interfaith Fast?  What was your experience like?

Is the Interfaith Fast something ISARC should do again?

In the current political situation, how do we pray with our feet?

How do we better educate out own constituencies and ourselves about the issues, and
challenge values that leave people on the margins?

How should we keep the focus on “legislated poverty” and not get overwhelmed with band-
aid actions? Do we lobby for raising the rates and challenging complicated regulations that
lead to automation, centralization and digitalization? 
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Three people had fasted and commented on the effectiveness of the way a fast helps to
bring home the reality, not only of welfare budgeting but also the impact of poor eating,
such as hunger, loss of energy, lack of fresh fruits and vegetables, etc.
One commented that when he tried to live on a welfare budget of $6.47, he lasted only 2
days
Several suggested that fasting was a good idea for ISARC, but perhaps might be
twinned with religious fast times already designated such as Lent, Ramadan, etc.
Also support for bringing back the Queen’s Park Prayer Vigil as an important inter-faith
witness

We need to develop better ways to engage conservative people – create times for
intentional dialogue
We need to pointedly ask government- what they propose to do to end homelessness
and whose job it is to solve it.
Recommend that elected politicians be invited to engage in “poverty fast”
Need more direct engagement with elected people
Also help voters/friends/neighbours to see the reality of poverty: one person described a
time he took a colleague for a walk through an encampment to meet the residents
Possibility of another social audit to again help ourselves and others hear the stories
and understand how dire the situation is
We need a far more pro-active public awareness campaign, and make better use of
media opportunities (reference to MPP who used radio interviews to share story)

Interfaith Fast

Suggestions for engagement in advocacy

Room D: Facilitator - Rev. Susan Eagle
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